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Justice For Mark Duggan as Jury found his killing lawful
An Inquest Jury Verdict

London, 09.01.2014, 04:40 Time

USPA NEWS - In London an inquest jury found Mark Duggan who was believed he had gun with him in a taxi when he was
immediately stopped by armed police in August 2011 but threw his gun away as soon as he left the taxi cab. According to witness, he
was shot dead by the Armed Police with a gun in his hand. 

The family of Mark Duggan expressed their disappointment of the inquest which found Mr Duggan killing lawful when he was shot in
August 2011 despite not holding a gun in his hand when he got out of the taxi cab that was stopped by the Armed policemen. The
behaviour of the met police and the IPCC was heavily criticised ether Mark's death. He was accused of being a senior member of an
organised violent crime by the police, even though he did not have a gun yet he was found to be killed lawfully. The family have vowed
to fight for justice in Mark Duggan's name by saying that he was executed by the police on the street of Tottenham, London. 

The inquest sparked anger form Marks Duggan's supporters shouting abuse at the jury smashing and kicking the court doors. "No
justice, no peace" shouted by the supporters of the Duggan's family
The question is should a forearmed police officers carry a forehead camera for transparency? Is it an issue of a man carrying gun or
it's a race issue... this is has been the concern of the public.

Article online:
https://www.uspa24.com/bericht-1753/justice-for-mark-duggan-as-jury-found-his-killing-lawful.html
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